
ONLINE LEARNING TASKS

KINDERGARTEN

The child develops fine motor skills involving finger speed, arm steadiness, arm
and hand precision, finger and hand dexterity, and the manipulation of small
materials
The child experiments with a variety of art materials to create two and three
dimensional forms
The child listens, speaks, reads, writes, views and represents to comprehend
and respond personally and critically to oral, print and other media texts
The child experiments with line, colour, shape, texture and pattern in diverse
media to explore and express ideas
The child demonstrates an understanding of repeating patterns (two or three
elements) by identifying, reproducing, extending and creating patterns using
manipulatives
The child develops curiosity, interest and a willingness to learn about the
environment and community; shows an awareness of similarities and
differences in living things, objects and materials

Learning Outcomes 
Being Addressed Week Three

 
Literacy Tasks 
1.    In your journal, draw a picture from your imagination and write a couple of
sentences that describe it (mom and dad can help you ‘stretch out’ the sounds to
write the words or they can print them for you to copy on to the lines)
2.    Create a sculpture out of household materials, recycled items or toys. Sketch
your creation with pencil, crayons, markers or coloured pencils and then write a
story about it. You can name your creation, write about where it lives, what it looks
like (colour, shape, size), what it eats (if it’s alive), etc. Ask mom or dad to take a
photo of your sculpture and email it to me!
3.    Read LOTS of books! Take turns reading to a family member and having them
read to you.

Numeracy Tasks
1.    Gather items from around the house; Lego, blocks, shells, goldfish crackers,
beads, etc and create two or three-part patterns with them. Ask mom or dad to
take a photo of your patterns and email it to me!
2.    Go on a shape hunt in your house and find 5 things that are in the shape of
each of these; a circle, square, rectangle, triangle, diamond and oval. Draw a
picture using these shapes and send me a photo of it…be creative, it could be
anything you can imagine!


